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(Comm. by M. FUWARA, M.I.A., Feb. 12, 1940.)

The object o this paper is to define abstract integrals different
rom Riemann and Lebesgue integrals.*)

1.1. Jordan fields. We consider an arbitrary set X whose points
will be denoted by z, y, A Jordan field is a class of subsets of X
whose general element will be denoted by E with the properties-

1) 0e; if Eel, then CE=X-E;
2) if E, Fe, then EIE2, EI-bE2;

and a numerical function on (Jordan measure) which will be denoted
by lE]=vE, has properties"

3) O<=vE<=l, }0}=0,
4) if E,E=O, then
1.. Partition. A partition (of X) which will be denoted by

=(E) is a representation of X as a finite sum of mutually exclusive
elements E2(=1, 2, ..., n); the set E will be called an element of

If =(E) and 3’=(E’) are two partitions, then we put 8 <: ’,
provided that each element E’ of ’ is contained in some element E
of and ’. Partition =(E) is said to be regular when levi > 0
for all r.

1.3. Riemann integrals. Let f(x) be a bounded real function on
X. Corresponding to any partition 8=(E) we form the "Riemann
sums"

M()=] I. u. b. f(x) levi, M()=

and their limits

M=lim M(3), M=lim M(),

where the limits are taken in the sense that, for any e :> 0, there ex-
ists a partition such that [M-M()[<: and I_M-_M(3)l<: for
all > &.

Obviously M__> M. The function f(x) is called (R)-integrable if
M-M. The common value is called {R)-integral and is denoted by

(R)!xf(x)dv
*) Cf. S. Izumi, Jap. Jourm of Math., 13 (1936), where an abstract integral

different from (R)- and (L)-integrals is given. Integrals here given seem as a bridge
between the above two.

1) Cf. S. Bochner, Annals of Math., 40 (1939).


